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Abstract: The two most fundamental processes describing change in biology, development and evolu-
tion, occur over drastically different timescales, difficult to reconcile within a unified framework. Devel-
opment involves temporal sequences of cell states controlled by hierarchies of regulatory structures. It
occurs over the lifetime of a single individual, and is associated to the gene expression level change of
a given genotype. Evolution, by contrast entails genotypic change through the acquisition/loss of genes
and changes in the network topology of interactions among genes. It involves the emergence of new,
environmentally selected phenotypes over the lifetimes of many individuals. Here we present a model of
regulatory network evolution that accounts for both timescales. We extend the framework of Boolean
models of gene regulatory networks (GRN)-currently only applicable to describing development-to in-
clude evolutionary processes. As opposed to one-to-one maps to specific attractors, we identify the
phenotypes of the cells as the relevant macrostates of the GRN. A phenotype may now correspond to
multiple attractors, and its formal definition no longer requires a fixed size for the genotype. This opens
the possibility for a quantitative study of the phenotypic change of a genotype, which is itself changing
over evolutionary timescales. We show how the realization of specific phenotypes can be controlled by
gene duplication events (used here as an archetypal evolutionary event able to change the genotype),
and how successive events of gene duplication lead to new regulatory structures via selection. At the
same time, we show that our generalized framework does not inhibit network controllability and the
possibility for network control theory to describe epigenetic signalling during development.
Keywords: gene regulatory network, Boolean network, evolution, development, control.
1 Introduction
Understanding the mechanisms underlying the emer-
gence and persistence of new cell types is a central prob-
lem in the evolution and development of multicellular or-
ganisms. Whereas all cell types can in principle access
the same genetic information, in practice, regulation of
gene expression restricts this such that only a subset of
an organism’s total genomic information content is ac-
cessible to a given cell type at a given time, permitting
differentiation of many phenotypes from a single geno-
type [1]. Regulation of gene expression therefore plays a
dominant role in establishing cell types. From a formal
point of view, the question of how new cell types emerge,
therefore reduces to the problem of understanding how
new regulatory structures evolve that can specify and
control the expression of novel phenotypes.
The interplay among these regulatory genes, and
their interaction with the other components of the cell
governs the expression levels of both mRNA and pro-
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teins, where the set of interactions are described as a
gene regulatory network (GRN). If multicellular phe-
notypes are the product of developmental differentia-
tion processes controlled by GRNs, as the raw material
for evolutionary change, every phenotypic variant is ex-
pected to be the product of a corresponding change in
those regulatory networks.
In the case of evolution, continuous feedback in the
form of selection or drift [2] leads to changes in the un-
derlying network architecture controlling individual phe-
notypes, for instance by means of mutation, gene du-
plication or deletion, etc. In the case of developmental
differentiation, continued extracellular feedback over the
regulatory network assures that the steady gene activa-
tion patterns (i.e. the ID of the cell) follow a specific
developmental sequence. Such extracellular signalling is
not required to change the underlying structure of the
GRN for steady activation pattern to change. Nonethe-
less, this signalling induced change can have the same
phenotypic effect as a structural change to the network
(as during evolutionary change). In this manuscript, we
examine the possibility of achieving a common descrip-
tion of both evolutionary change and developmental pro-
cesses in GRN models.
When a GRN is described with the language of dy-
namical systems, extracellular feedback becomes for-
mally equivalent to the notion of network controllability,
and the interested reader is redirected to the excellent
book of Iglesias and Ingalls for an extensive review of
the subject [3].
Things change drastically when the evolutionary
timescale is involved. Any attempt at trying to predict
the steady states of the regulatory process –i.e. the cell
types– in terms of a dynamical model (coupled ordinary
differential equations, Boolean network models, stochas-
tic gene networks, to name a few common approaches)
faces the difficulty of having to reconcile the fixed num-
ber of genes in these models, whose expression level is
representative of a given cell type [4–6], with the pos-
sibility for the size of the genotype to change over evo-
lutionary timescales. Chromosome loss and gain, single
gene and whole genome duplication, as well as horizontal
gene transfer all alter the number of genes participating
in the dynamics of a GRN. In doing so, these processes
deprive the mapping of cell types to gene expression
patterns of its original meaning. Therefore, even when
successful in explaining developmental change, current
GRN models must be redefined after each modification
of the genotype for their use in evolutionary biology.
In this manuscript, we generalize the well established
framework of Boolean, dynamical models of GRNs as
proposed by Kauffman [7] –based on the hypothesis that
cell types represent the attractor states of the GRN dy-
namics [8, 9]– to include features of evolutionary biol-
ogy. In Boolean models, the attractors of the network
dynamics encode different, stable cellular phenotypes,
permitting a model for how multiple cell type identi-
ties can be encoded in the same regulatory structure.
The novelty of our approach consists in relaxing the re-
strictive one-to-one mapping between network attractors
and cell phenotypes by redefining phenotypes as collec-
tions of gene expression patterns with a given subset of
genes sharing the same pattern (section 2). While the
traditional definition, assuming a one-to-one map be-
tween phenotype and genotype, yields increasingly fine-
tuned specifications for the phenotype for progressively
larger genotypes, our novel definition identifies the phe-
notypes with a macrostate, as opposed to individual (mi-
cro)states, of a dynamical system, and as such does not
require fine-tuning.
We will show that, under the relaxed assumption of
identifying phenotypes as macrostates of the underlying
Boolean GRN, a fixed genotypic size is not necessary for
specifying or retaining phenotypes through evolutionary
processes. We will exploit this possibility to study the
emergence of new cell types, as well as the consolidation
or loss of old types Section 2, as a consequence of the
changing size and topology of the GRN over evolutionary
timescales, and of shifting environmental conditions. As
such, our model also addresses an inconsistency arising
from considering concepts belonging to different levels of
description of a well conceived ontology of biological ob-
jects [10] as being modeled as same-level processes: for
example, gene expression levels and phenotypes, as they
were interchangeable. Our approach will instead assume
gene expression to be at a lower level of the ontology
than phenotype, while phenotype and environment will
belong to the same, higher ontological level.
In what follows, we focus on the case study of gene
duplication, and use it as an example of genotype-
changing evolutionary process. Gene duplication has oc-
curred in all three domains of life [11], and is an ancient
mechanism dating to before the last universal common
ancestor of all life on Earth [12]. Most genomic evo-
lutionary processes include at least some gene duplica-
tions. It is, by far, the dominant force in creating new
genes, and at least 50% of genes in prokaryotes [13, 14]
and over 90% of those in eukaryotes [15] are the result
of gene duplication. Nonetheless, with the exception of
a few papers [16–18], it has rarely been discussed as a
mechanism for evolving new regulatory patterns for cell
type identity.
Our preliminary study seems to suggest an interplay
between gene duplication and natural selection as the
driving force responsible for the assemblage of genetic
modules, or core sets of regulatory genes [19–25]. Evi-
dence in favor of modularity in biology has steadily in-
creased over the last three decades, and, as of today,
modules have been both reconstituted in vitro [26], and
transplanted from one cell type to another [27]. It is now
well accepted that biological functions are only rarely at-
tributed to individual molecules - the role of hemoglobin
in transporting oxygen along the bloodstream being
among the best examples. Far more often, a biologi-
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cal function results instead from the interaction among
many different proteins, like in the transduction process
converting pheromone detection into the act of mating in
yeast [28–30]. Network controllability is usually reinter-
preted in GRN dynamical models as the mathematical
counterpart of extracellular signaling. Our macrostate
interpretation of the phenotypes still allows us to adopt
and assign biological meaning to network controllability
techniques. For example, the control kernel of a GRN is
defined in [31] as the minimum number of genes/nodes
whose expression it is necessary to regulate to steer the
dynamics of the rest of the network toward a desired
attractor (phenotype), e.g. an attractor associated with
a functional cellular phenotype. Focusing on the devel-
opmental timescale we show it is still possible to eas-
ily rephrase, generalize, and adapt the notion of control
kernel within our new framework. Therefore, our unified
framework, while being suitable to mechanistic studies
of GRN mutations over evolutionary timescales, is still
able to describe developmental change.
The manuscript is structured as follows: The next
section contains a brief review of dynamical Boolean
models of GRNs sufficient to orient those not familiar
with the general theory. It reviews the main features of
Kauffman’s seminal theory, and of the identification be-
tween cell types and attractors. We then expose our core
idea that the cell types are more properly described by
collections of attractors, i.e. by macrostates of the dy-
namics. We then conclude the section by drawing an
example network that we will use in the sections 3 and
4 as a toy model to explore the consequences of our hy-
pothesis. Section 3 is devoted to the main consequence
of our approach. We show how gene duplication and mu-
tation events alter the nature of the cell types expressed
as a consequence of selective pressure induced by a shift-
ing environment. In particular, we show the connection
between the presence of mutations and the open-ended
evolution of the selected phenotype. Section 4 shows
how our generalized approach does not inhibit the pos-
sibility of adopting network controllability methods to
describe epigenetically induced developmental change.
We again use the same toy model to illustrate key con-
cepts, and show extracellular control is now more easily
achieved than in Kauffman’s original framework.
2 Boolean Models
This section describes the mathematical details of the
Boolean, dynamical model we will assume in the rest
of this manuscript. In living tissues, the intrinsic pat-
terns of gene expression coupled with signaling input
dictates cell fate. Both of these processes can readily be
modeled by a Boolean network. Boolean networks were
originally proposed by Kauffman [7] as a viable mathe-
matical model of GRNs. They permit exploration of the
complex steady-state dynamics of GRNs, where the at-
tractors of the dynamics can be identified with different
cell types/fates, e.g. quiescence, proliferation, apoptosis,
differentiation, etc.
In this manuscript, we anchor our discussion to
Boolean networks as they represent the simplest math-
ematical model exhibiting biological and systemic prop-
erties of real GRNs [32, 33]. By virtue of this simplicity
they are particularly easy to interpret biologically.
2.1 Review of Boolean Models
At a given time t, the state of the Boolean model of a
GRN is known when the state xi(t) of every gene i is
known. The Boolean nature of the model assumes two
possible states for gene i: active, which corresponds to
xi(t) = 1, or inactive, with xi(t) = 0. For a network
describing the interactions among n genes, the state at
time t is specified by an n−dimensional Boolean array
x1(t), . . . , xn(t). The dynamics of the GRN is then de-
scribed by n Boolean functions f1, . . . , fn which provide
the state of the network at time t+ 1, given its state at
time t (synchronous update, but asynchronous models
are also possible [34]):
x1(t + 1) = f1(x1(t), . . . , xn(t))
· · ·
xn(t + 1) = fn(x1(t), . . . , xn(t)) , (1)
For n genes, 2n possible states (gene expression pat-
terns) exist, and the dynamics of the network is rep-
resented by a trajectory (a time series) in the discrete
space containing the totality of these states. For deter-
ministic functions fi, and because of the finite size of
this state space, these trajectories will eventually con-
verge to either a fixed state or a cycle of states. These
special activation patterns take the name of attractors of
the Boolean network, and were identified by Kauffman
as corresponding to the stable phenotypes of the GRN.
Nothing has been said so far about the functional
form of the Boolean functions fi, and readers interested
in an insightful analysis of how constrained such a speci-
fication is from experimental data are directed to [35,36].
For reasons that will become clearer in section 3, and
given the conceptual nature of this manuscript, we will
restrict ourselves to the case of Boolean network with
thresholds:
xi(t + 1) = sgn
 n∑
j=1
ajixj(t)− bi
 , (2)
where aji is the relative weight of the regulatory signal
from gene j to gene i (activation when aji is positive,
inhibition otherwise), bi is the activation threshold of
gene i, and sgn(x) is a unitary step function, defined by
sgn(x) = 0 if x ≤ 0 but sgn(x) = 1 if x > 0. In a more
compact notation, we can write
X(t + 1) = sgn
(
AT ·X(t)−B) ,
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where we have introduced the adjacency matrix A =
(aij), and the columns B = (bi) and X = (xi). A useful
feature of these models is that they convey the topol-
ogy of the network, implicit in the definition of generic
Boolean functions fi, in a very explicit way, with the
edges of the network representing non-null entries of the
adjacency matrix.
Now that we have laid the groundwork for the nu-
merical models we will be using in the rest of this
manuscript, let us go back to the interpretation of the
attractors of a Boolean network as the phenotypes of
a GRN. Given this identification, robustness and evolv-
ability of GRNs can be mapped directly to the evolu-
tionary changes of the attractor landscape of the corre-
sponding Boolean model [17, 37, 38]. In this framework,
the emergence of new phenotypes has a precise math-
ematical meaning as the acquisition of new attractors,
which can arise due to mutations in the network struc-
ture.
Many steady-state attractors are permitted in a
Boolean network, making it an ideal model for describ-
ing how the genomic information contained within a sin-
gle initial fertilized egg is differentially expressed in so
many distinct cell types in response to different regional
specification and morphogenetic histories [39].
In the absence of external regulation, the likelihood
of a given cell type, or phenotype, is quantified in terms
of the number of initial configurations of the network
converging on the attractor state encoding that cell type.
The higher the number of initial configurations leading
to the same equilibrium dynamics, i.e. the production
of a well defined set of proteins, the more likely the cell
type that set of proteins represents will be. We will refer
to these probabilities as the basins of attraction of the
possible cell types encoded in the GRN.
On the other hand, the effect that external regula-
tion, in the form of extracellular signaling during de-
velopment, might have in determining the expression of
a specific subset of genes, is even more dramatic, as it
might force the development toward cell types that were
not even initially accessible to the unperturbed GRN.
The minimum number of genes whose expression needs
to be controlled, for the cell fate to be determined, is
the control kernel associated to that cell type [31], as
described in the introduction.
2.2 GRNs as Evolvable Systems
Most of the predictions derived within the framework we
have just reviewed rely on the assumption that differ-
ent cell phenotypes correspond to different attractors of
the GRN. While the connection between cell types and
attractors is both numerically and experimentally well-
motivated, their one-to-one correspondence might be an
artifact due to the diminutive size of the mathematical
models that were actually solvable in the not-so-distant
past, when a small number of attractors were naturally
identified with different phenotypes. Recent advances in
computing power are finally making the study of much
larger networks possible. One interesting example is the
recent dynamical model developed by Fumia˜ and Mar-
tins [40] for the integration of the main signaling path-
ways involved in cancer. The signaling among almost
100 different genes is responsible for 63 different attrac-
tors, that eventually correspond to only three phenotypi-
cally distinct and incompatible cell fates: apoptotic, qui-
escent, and proliferative. An important observation is
that these phenotypes are determined by just a small
subset of values, e.g. the constant activation of the ef-
fector caspases in apoptotic cells, within a much larger
gene activation pattern.
A second example of several attractors all shar-
ing the same phenotypic identity is already present in
the much smaller GRN describing cell-fate determina-
tion during Arabidopsis thaliana flower development [?].
Four among ten possible attractors all represent the
same inflorescence meristematic cell type.
Therefore, while most of the literature on network
robustness and evolvability focuses on individual attrac-
tors, the concept of phenotype –that we redefine here as
a macro-state of the cell characterized by the activation
values (fixed or cycling) of only a subset of gene nodes–
seems to be better suited to the idealization of biological
systems. While an attractor can represent a phenotype
by itself, a phenotype can be compatible with multiple
attractors.
Our definition is exemplified in the following dia-
gram, showing the case of a phenotype Φ defined by the
expression of the two genes represented by dark gray
boxes, and the non expression of the two genes shown in
light gray tone:
The expression of any other gene (boxes with a question
mark) can take any value, as long as the four genes
entering the definition of Φ exhibit the right expression
pattern.
A critical motivation for this redefinition of the math-
ematical identity of a phenotype is a conceptual dif-
ficulty which naturally arises in Kauffman’s original
framework [7]. Kauffman’s definition loses its strict
meaning in light of evolutionary biology: the identifi-
cation of the attractors of a Boolean network with the
phenotypes of a GRN requires –after the regulatory net-
work has lost or acquired genes– the comparison between
genotypes of different lengths.
An immediate, advantageous consequence of our def-
inition is it keeps its meaning even after changes occur
in the genotype. As an example, the following diagram,
shows the case of a single gene duplication event enlarg-
ing the genome expressing Φ:
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Figure 1: Boolean threshold network (as described in subsection 2.1) for the GRN of cell type 1. The subset of genes
defining the phenotype are represented by nodes 1, 2, and 3. The characteristic pattern of cell type 1 is assumed
to have genes 1 and 3 expressed, and inactive gene 2 (blue = active, white = inactive). In order to reproduce our
example, the reader needs to assume equal weight edges aij = ±1 for activating/inhibiting links (continuous/dashed
line), non-zero thresholds b1 = −1 and b5,6,8 = 1.
As this mutation is not affecting any of the defining
genes, this change in the size of the genome does not
alter our definition of Φ. Therefore, it makes sense to
study whether Φ is still expressed by the new GRN, and
whether the gene replica is favoring or disfavoring Φ’s
basin. As we will show in section 3, these questions can
be addressed in quantitative terms. The inclusion of dif-
ferent gene replicas will induce different changes in the
relative size of the basin of attraction of Φ, and a good
dynamical model of the GRN will be enough to deter-
mine the duplication events that increase the basin of Φ.
When Φ is selected, these are likely to be the duplication
events that are fixed more often.
A second, less relevant difference between our ap-
proach and those outlined in previous literature on
GRNs, is that we will not require the basin of attrac-
tion of a specific cell type to be exactly 100% for the
network to be representative of that specific type. In-
stead, we will only require one basin to be much larger
than the remaining others. In the following example,
aimed at making these ideas more concrete, we will as-
sume 80% as the threshold a basin needs to exceed for
the remaining attractors to be treated as negligible.
2.3 A Sample Network
In the next two sections, we will explore the con-
sequences of our approach in studying evolutionary
and developmental processes within the Boolean model
framework. To anchor our discussion to a concrete ex-
ample, we will introduce a small, tractable network that
we will adopt as a toy model, and modify as needed.
The example is shown in figure 1. It represents the
GRN expressing a phenotype that we will call cell type
1. The subset of genes defining the phenotype are rep-
resented by nodes 1, 2, and 3. The characteristic pat-
tern of cell type 1 is assumed to have genes 1 and 3
expressed, and inactive gene 2 (blue = active, white =
inactive in figure 1). We will refer to this by saying
that cell type 1 has expression pattern 101. In deter-
mining the basin of attraction of cell type 1, we will
sum the basins of every attractor of the GRN which is
compatible with the expression pattern 101, i.e. every
pattern of the form 1, 0, 1, x4, . . . , x8, where x4, · · · , x8
(gray nodes) can take any possible (binary) value rep-
resenting the expression/suppression of the remaining
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genes labeled from 4 to 8.
The GRN of figure 1 actually encodes two possible
cell types, one being type 1, as we said, the other having
the activation pattern 110. We will refer to this second
phenotype as cell type 2. Despite encoding both pheno-
types, the basin of attraction of cell type 1 includes more
than 80% of the possible initial activation patterns, all
leading to the equilibrium dynamics characterized by the
expression of genes 1 and 3, and the suppression of gene
2. This is why we assume this network to be a viable
description of cell type 1.
For the reader interested in reproducing our example:
The GRN dynamics is modeled using a Boolean thresh-
old network (as described in section 2.1), with equal
weight edges aij = ±1 for activating/inhibiting links
(continuous/dashed line in figure 1), non-zero thresh-
olds b1 = −1 and b5,6,8 = 1. But it is important to
remark that none of the conclusions we will draw in the
next sections depend on the mathematical details of the
example we are using.
3 Evolution
We have seen how our re-definition of the phenotypes of
a GRN in the framework of Boolean, dynamical mod-
els is relatively robust towards mutations changing the
size of the genome. In this section, we seek to show
an explicit example of how this allows the prediction
of the genes whose duplication will reinforce a pheno-
type favored by natural selection. The underlying idea
is exemplified in the following diagram (same example
of phenotype Φ adopted in subsection 2.2), with arrows
showing the regulation induced by an ideally connected
gene which activates exactly the genes that are suppos-
edly expressed, and suppresses just the genes that are
inactive in our former definition of Φ:
It is easy to foresee that the duplication of this ideal
gene would positively impact the change in the basin
of attraction of Φ. In a more realistic scenario, dupli-
cation would be followed by divergence, represented in
the following diagram by a difference in one of the genes
regulated by the replica:
In this section we will consider duplication events like
the one just described. For each gene that does not en-
ter the definition of the phenotypes in the GRN, we will
consider the entire spectrum of possible events of dupli-
cation + divergence, and show ideal pathways leading to
cell type changes in a shifting environment. With refer-
ence to figure 2, we will describe a simple evolutionary
model for the differentiation of progenitor cells of type
1, as encoded in our network from subsection 2.3, into
cells of type 2 (already encoded, but unlikely), and the
newly born cell type 3, a novel phenotype induced by the
modifications the network is going through.
We are assuming here that the knowledge of the en-
vironment is equivalent to the knowledge of the selected
cell type: they are on the same ontological level, and
share the same mathematical definition in our theoreti-
cal model. The environmental pressure changes in both
space and time, and selects cells that undergo mutation
events that favor the emergence of the newly preferred
cell type. In this example, sister cells [41] of type 1
start being selected for cell type 2, and undergo mutation
events A and B until cell type 2 represents the domi-
nant phenotype. In our model, the mutation events are
represented by gene duplication and divergence of one of
the genes not included in the definition of the phenotypes
(nodes 4–8 in fig. 1), during which the network acquires
a non-mutated replica of a preexistent gene, and then a
mutation in the way the replica regulates the remaining
genes and itself.
Let us first provide a mathematical description of
what we mean by a perfect replica of a preexistent gene.
We will then introduce divergence in the form of a muta-
tion affecting the replica’s downstream signaling. Lastly,
we will show that open-ended evolution is only possi-
ble if the network can acquire mutated gene replicas.
This digression well highlight the general features of our
model, before we show them in action on our specific
example.
Non-mutated gene replicas: Given a Boolean net-
work N with n nodes, we want to study the dynamics
of the n+ 1-node network N ′ obtained by the inclusion
of the perfect replica of a node already present in N .
If the dynamics of N is governed by the set of
Boolean equations
x′1 = f1(x1, . . . , xn)
. . .
x′n = fn(x1, . . . , xn) , (3)
then the updating rules of N ′ will have the form
x′1 = g1(x1, . . . , xn, xn+1)
. . .
x′n = gn(x1, . . . , xn, xn+1)
x′n+1 = gn+1(x1, . . . , xn, xn+1)
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In the previous equations, xi is the value (0 or 1) of
node i at time t, while x′i is the simplified notation for
the value of the same node at time t+1. The gi functions
are new functions that we want to determine, given our
knowledge of the functions fi. Without loss of general-
ity, we can assume node n+ 1 to be a perfect replica of
node 1. Let us then consider the requirements we impose
on gi(x1, . . . , xn, xn+1), after we include node n + 1:
1. The assertion that node n + 1 is a perfect replica
of node 1 translates into the assumption that
gn+1 = g1.
Here we are just stating that node replicas obey
the same updating rules as the original nodes.
2. We also want the new node not to affect the sys-
tem, when not expressed. Therefore,
gi(x1, . . . , xn, 0) = fi(x1, . . . , xn) (i = 1, . . . , n)
3. Lastly, we want nodes 2, . . . , n to see node 1 and
n + 1 as indistinguishable:
gi(0, x2, . . . , xn, xn+1) = fi(xn+1, x2, . . . , xn)
(i = 1, . . . , n)
The previous conditions are enough to determine the
values taken by the functions gi for any dynamical state
of N ′ with the only exception being those cases where
x1 and xn+1 are both 1. This is the only genuinely new
scenario whose output cannot be predicted in terms of
an equivalent configuration of N . The problem is easily
solved in the case of Boolean networks with thresholds
(subsection 2.1), as we know the prescription that gives
the updating rule of a node in terms of the state of the
network, eq. (2). Building the functions gi in a similar
fashion, we deduce that it is both natural, and enough,
to impose aj+n,i = aji and bi+n = bi for the previous
three conditions to be satisfied. This prescription, first
adopted in [16], is re-derive here, and contextualized
into a more general framework of GRN described by
arbitrary Boolean functions.
Mutations: The signaling of gene replica i is rep-
resented by the string of numbers aij = 0,±1, with
j = 1, . . . , n (n = current number of genes in the
network). A mutation is introduced by changing one
of these numbers to any one possible value (including
its initial one, which corresponds to having a perfect
replica). For example, changing aij from 0 to ±1 cor-
responds to the creation of a new edge. Changing it
from ±1 to 0 means deleting an edge which is instead
departing from the original node. Changing it from ±1
to ∓1 changes an activating link into an inhibiting one
or vice-versa. Different models of mutation could be as-
sumed, which in turn determine the minimum numbers
of replicas the cell needs to acquire in order to change
from one type to another. For simplicity, our examples
show only the sequence of mutations that minimizes
the number of steps needed to complete the phenotypic
shift. Therefore, we consider all possible mutations of
the kind previously described, and then select the one
that maximizes the basin of attraction of the preferred
cell type.
Mutations and open-ended evolution: In this sec-
tion we want to show that allowing divergence (muta-
tions of gene replicas) guarantees open-ended evolution
of the GRN. While there are many definitions for open-
ended evolution, here we restrict the concept to a sim-
ple one, and define a GRN as “open-ended” if the GRN
can acquire any possible phenotype, given a high enough
number of mutated gene replicas (this becomes open-
ended in the sense the mechanism is robust to any evo-
lutionary innovation). On the contrary, we will show
that, if mutations were not possible, exact gene replicas
would be unable to induce arbitrary phenotypic shifts.
Let us begin by showing that mutations enable open-
ended evolution. At the beginning of this section we
have referred to the possibility that the GRN acquires
replicas of genes optimally targeting the nodes entering
the definition of a specific phenotype, and, therefore, re-
inforces it. Here we want to show a simple conceptual
procedure able to create such optimal genes. We will
focus on the existence of a path toward the expression
of a novel phenotype, not on the optimal/fastest evo-
lutionary path that leads to that. Such optimal path
will depend on the specific network under study. And
we will show with other example that it can be much
shorter that the general construction illustrated here.
Let us label i1, . . . , ip the set of p genes that spec-
ify the arbitrary phenotype Φ. For example gene i1
might need to be constantly active, i2 constantly in-
active, etc. Starting from an equally arbitrary gene j
with m outgoing edges in the GRN, we can consider m
subsequent events of duplication and mutation of j into
genes j1, j2, . . . jm = j
′. Each mutation is affecting one
of the downstream signals produced by j, until j′ acti-
vates only itself and i1. Each additional, non-mutated
replica of j′ will therefore activate itself, i1, and each
other replica of itself:
j
p
q
j
p
q
j
a
j
p
q
j
a
j
b
i
1
j
b 
= j'
At this point it is possible to construct a clique of
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cell type 1
cell type 2
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cell type 3
cell type 1
cell type 2
D
time
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environmental selection of cell type 2
environmental selection of cell type 3
environmental selection of cell type 1
Figure 2: Different environmental pressure in both space and time selects cells undergoing mutation events that favor
the emergence of newly preferred cell types.
self-activating j′ nodes that keeps itself constantly on,
regardless of the signaling the clique receives from the
remaining genes in the GRN. For this to happen it is
enough to have n1 copies of j
′ with n1 > b1 +w1, where
b1 is the activation threshold of i1, and w1 is the number
of inhibiting incoming edges of i1:
j' j'bj'a
j'
a
j'
b
j'
c
A similar construction guarantees the possibility of
keeping gene i2 inactive by simply having j
′ inhibiting
it, as opposed to activating it.
The previous construction is intentionally artificial,
as we wanted to show that a complete shift of the GRN
toward and arbitrary phenotype Φ can be achieved start-
ing from the duplication and mutation of an arbitrary
gene j in the network. Even in the simplest examples,
this kind of construction would require many events of
duplication + mutations. Our aim here is to demon-
strate the existence of an evolutionary path toward Φ.
In our example, we consider all possible duplication +
divergence events, and only show the ones that induce
the fastest shift, as we now know that many other, and
slower paths, toward the same phenotypic shift exist.
As a final remark, we point out less restrictive choices
of the possible mutation events, as well as the inclusion
of deletion events, just increase the number of paths
towards phenotype Φ.
We now will show open-ended evolution is not possible in
the absence of mutations. To this aim, it will be enough
to provide a counter-example. Starting from our refer-
ence network (figure 1), we consider the effect that the
creation of any possible number of exact replicas would
have, and we will show that it is not possible to choose an
arbitrary phenotype Φ, and convert it into the dominant
phenotype. Let us assume Φ = cell type 2. With refer-
ence to figure 3, we can see that the relative basin size of
cell type 2 does not depend on the number of additional,
non-mutated replicas of gene 4. A single replica of gene
1 or 2 is instead enough to completely extinguish the
phenotype. Additional replicas of the remaining nodes
slowly decreases the size of the basin. Perfect replicas of
any gene in the network are either negatively affect the
likelihood of cell type 2, or not affect it at all. There-
fore, it is not possible to induce a phenotypic shift from
cell type 1 to cell type 2 by duplicating genes already
present in this GRN.
Analogously, it is not possible to create an arbitrary
new phenotype through non-mutated gene replicas. As
an example we can consider the cell type defined by
the activation pattern 100. Let us call it cell type 3.
We know that this phenotype has an empty basin of
attraction, and direct calculation shows that the exact
duplication of any gene in the network leaves its basin
unchanged.
On the other hand, we are about to show that even
adopting just our very restrictive prescription of diver-
gence it is possible to mutate of example network until it
undergoes a complete shift from cell type 1 to cell type
2, and even 3. (In agreement with the general argument
just exposed.)
Therefore, let us return to the example shown in fig. 3
to deduce that at least two mutation events are needed
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Figure 3: Effect on the basin size of cell type 2 of multiple non-mutated gene replicas.
to convert sister cells of type 1 to type 2 (activation
pattern: 110). These optimal mutations are derived as
previously described in this section: All possible events
of duplication + mutation are considered, and the one
inducing the largest enhancement of the relative size of
the basin of cell type 2 is selected. The network is then
mutated accordingly, and this process iterated until cell
type 2 is the dominant phenotype.
By acquiring a mutated replica of gene 7, event A ,
that inactivates gene 3 instead of activating it, the dy-
namics of the GRN is equally likely to converge toward
cell type 1 or 2 (figure 4). The subsequent acquisition
of a mutated replica of gene 6, event B , that, differ-
ently from the original one, does not activate gene 7,
determines the complete shift toward cell type 2 (88%
of the configuration space). The highly connected sub-
set of nodes that appear in the B-panel of figure 4 is
responsible for the convergence of the dynamics toward
the characteristic activation pattern which defines cell
type 2.
The assumption that sister cells of cell type 2 start
being selected for cell type 3 (activation pattern: 100),
determines the selection of mutation events like C ,
where the GRN acquires a mutated replica of gene 8 that
suppresses gene 3. One mutation event is now enough
to determine the complete shift toward cell type 3.
The last example we will consider here is the con-
vergence of cell type 2 back to cell type 1. After the
acquisition of mutations A and B , the preferred cell
type is again type 1. This can be achieved (complete
shift from less than 12% to more than 96%) with a sin-
gle mutation event, marked D in figure 3, consisting of
a mutated replica of gene 8 that activates gene 3. This
last evolution of the GRN expresses the same phenotype
as the initial network in figure 1, but carries memory of
the evolutionary path that led it through its type 2 pe-
riod in the form of the modular structure visible in the
D-panel of figure 4.
We hope this example is enough to convince the
reader that, as long as a viable mathematical descrip-
tion of the GRN is available, as well as the knowledge of
the preferred phenotypes for a shifting environment, our
approach can identify the events of gene duplication and
mutation with the highest causal effect on the phenotipic
shift. The possibility to retain cell type mathematical
identities for evolving GRNs is the key feature enabling
this.
We have also shown that our method allows the iden-
tification of GRNs that differ for both genotype and net-
work topology (like the GRN in figure 1 and the evolved
network in the D-panel of figure 3) as encoding the same
cell type (type 1 in our example). Therefore, apparently
redundant topological features in the structure of a GRN
might carry the imprint of their evolutionary history,
and of the environment that induced them.
4 Development
Next we want to show how external control of the expres-
sion of accurately chosen genes – e.g. as under the effect
of drug therapies, or because of extracellular signalling
during development– can determine cell differentiation,
and the expression of not only cell type 2, but also novel
cell types that were not initially encoded in our sample
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A Environmental selection of cell type 2,
characterized by the expression of gene 1
and 2, and suppression of gene 3. Acqui-
sition of a mutated replica of gene 7 that
inactivates gene 3 instead of activating
it. Mixed cell types (50% type 1, 50%
type 2).
B Environmental selection of cell type 2.
Acquisition of a mutated replica of gene
6 that does not activate gene 7. Type 2
cells represent now the dominant cell
type (88%).
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C Environmental selection of cell type 3:
Expression of gene 1, suppression of gene 2
and 3. Acquisition of a mutated replica of
gene 8 that suppresses gene 3. Type 3 be-
comes the dominant cell type (92%).
D After having been selected for type 2,
cells are once again selected for type 1.
Acquisition of a mutated replica of gene
8 that activates gene 3. Type 1 is again
the dominant cell type (96%).
1
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Figure 4: Duplication and mutation events leading from cell type 1 to 2, and 3, and from cell type 2 back to 1, as
described in section 3.
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Cell type 1 Cell type 2 Cell type 3 Cell type 4 Cell type 5 Cell type 6
4 is ON 12.5,% 87.5,%
TS4 is OFF 87.5,% 12.5,%
5 is ON 75,% 25,%
TS5 is OFF 87.5,% 12.5,%
6 is ON 75,% 25,%
TS6 is OFF 81.25,% 18.75,%
7 is ON 100,%
TS7 is OFF 50,% 50,%
8 is ON 100,%
TS8 is OFF 93.75,% 6.25,%
Table 1: Phenotypic change induced by the controlled expression of genes 4-7. This table shows the result of pin-
ning just one gene at a time (TS ON/OFF). Four new phenotypes, cell types 3 ÷ 6, not initially encoded in the
GRN of figure 1, are now possible equilibrium state of the gene expression dynamics, with basins of attraction sizes
(likelihoods) listed as percentages.
network.
For an explanation of cell differentiation not invoking
extracellular signaling, and relying instead on cellular
noise, the reader is redirected to [42]. We will focus here
on the possibility of epigenetic signaling to induce the
appearance of new cell types. This approach has been
extensively investigated as an alternative explanation
[43, 44] to the current paradigm of treatment-selected,
drug-resistant clones in tumor progression [45, 46]. We
generalize it here to the broader problem of cell differ-
entiation over a developmental timescale. We also show
the role played by our generalized definition of pheno-
type in reducing the size of the control kernel, as defined
in [31].
The original approach developed in [31], consists of
taking every possible combination of any subset of genes
and their possible expression patterns. For each combi-
nation, and each initial state, time series of the transient
expression pattern of the remaining genes are generated,
while the selected genes are set to the specific selected
values. When by setting the values of the smallest pos-
sible number of nodes this operation moves all possible
initial conditions toward the basin of attraction of a spe-
cific attractor, Kim et al. define this smallest subset of
nodes as the control kernel of the attractor state the
system is converging to.
For consistency with our less constrained definition of
what a phenotype is (subsection 2.2), we need to redefine
the notion of control kernel accordingly. The generalized
definition of control kernel we adopt here does not as-
sume the forced terminal state to be a specific attractor,
just a phenotype (i.e. any possible attractor compatible
with the definition of that phenotype). As a result, our
control kernels are significantly smaller than those found
in [31]. To show this explicitly, we have considered again
our sample network from subsection 2.3, and the effect
of setting the value of just one among genes 4-8 at a
time.
The result is shown in table 1. Forcing the expres-
sion of gene 7 (referred to as “7 is ON” in the table) is
enough to enlarge the basin of attraction of cell type 2
from less than 20% to exactly 100%. Likewise, forcing
the expression of gene 8 makes the network shift toward
a phenotype characterized by the expression pattern 111,
that was not even encoded in the network. Eventually,
we might assume 80% (or some other high percentage
value) to be enough for the network to be considered
locked in a certain cell phenotype. In this case gene 4
would be an alternative control kernel for the cell type
defined by the 111 pattern. This new definition of con-
trol kernel, focused on forcing the GRN into a less re-
strictive activation pattern than a single, specific attrac-
tor, seems to be much easier to achieve experimentally,
better suited for large/realistic networks, and therefore
relevant to drug treatments.
Cell type differentiation in response to extracellular
signaling, is still a key aspect of our generalized approach
to dynamical GRN models. Even if mainly aimed at in-
corporating evolutionary features (section 3), our frame-
work entirely preserves (and sometimes facilitates) the
applicability of network control theory to GRN mod-
els in explaining both developmental or drug-induced
change.
5 Conclusions
This manuscript represents a synthesis of mathematical
models of gene regulatory networks within theoretical
evolutionary biology, which also accounts for develop-
ment.
Despite of their predictive power, and their possibil-
ity to mathematically reinterpret cell fates as the steady
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states of the abstract, non-linear dynamics of the regula-
tory processes they describe, dynamical models (Boolean
models in this manuscript) of GRNs have been limited
by this identification between mathematical attractors
and biological phenotypes. Evolutionary processes, like
single gene and whole genome duplication, both chromo-
some gain and loss, horizontal gene transfer, etc., alter
the size of the genome, and deprive the exact attractor-
phenotype identification as a one-to-one map of its orig-
inal meaning. The leading role played in evolution and
speciation by the interplay between these processes and
natural selection, makes current dynamical models of
GRNs unfit to describe genetic network evolution.
Motivated by this limitation, we have explored the
consequences of relaxing this one-to-one identification
between cell types and attractors. We have shown with
a simple numerical model that, redefining a cell type as a
collection of attractors of a GRN, all sharing a common,
characterizing property, enables retaining the main fea-
tures of Kauffman’s original theory, and permitting easy
generalization using network control theory. It is now no
longer needed for the genome to retain a fixed size for
the cell type type definition to preserve its meaning.
This opens the possibility to quantitative studies of
the effect that gene duplication, mutation, and nat-
ural selection have on cell types, by virtue of allow-
ing the study of evolutionary processes within the well-
established framework of dynamical systems theory.
Lastly, by showing that our generalized frame-
work does not inhibit traditional network controlla-
bility, we have preserved its biological interpretation
as a viable mathematical description of extracellu-
lar/epigenetic control of gene expression in an evolution-
ary model.
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